Like the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean has been a privileged site of cross-cultural contact since ancient times. In this special issue, our contributors track disparate movements of people and ideas around the Indian Ocean region and explore the cultural implications of these contacts and their role in processes that we would come to call transnationalisation and globalisation. The nation is a relatively recent phenomenon anywhere on the globe, and in many countries around the Indian Ocean it was a product of colonisation and independence. So the processes of exchange, migration and cultural influence going on there for many centuries were mostly based on the economics of goods and trade routes, rather than on national identity and state policy.
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The motivations and circumstances in which people embarked upon hazardous sea voyages to strange lands were many and varied, though the most common was obviously the hope of material gain. For many people, the unfortunate victims of the slave trade, choice did not enter into it. Others were driven to seek a better life elsewhere by poverty or violence in the lands of their birth, and still others were attracted by the prospect of the large profits to be made in a bustling trading economy.
Whatever the motivation, these movements resulted in the creation of heterogeneous, multiethnic, multicultural communities whose various elements often strove to remain in contact with their communities of origin while at the same time necessarily interacting with their immediate neighbours and thereby creating new social and cultural forms.
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Our first three articles concentrate directly on movements of people, ranging from slaves, convicts and indentured workers to prosperous planters, artisans and soldiers.
Richard Allen highlights the scale of the Indian Ocean slave trade, often overlooked in comparison with that of the Atlantic. This ancient trade underwent a massive expansion following the entry of the European powers into the Indian Ocean, followed by a contraction as Britain embarked upon its global abolitionist program. However abolitionism affected the form rather than the scale of labour migration, with slave labour being replaced by convict and indentured labour. In time this developed into the modern system of migrant contract labour which continues to play a large role in the economy of the region and, indeed, of the world.
Next, Karin Speedy investigates some of the consequences of the sugar crisis of 1860 which caused thousands of people to abandon Reunion and settle in New Caledonia.
Elsewhere Speedy has examined the role of the rich planters who emigrated en masse, taking with them their production equipment, their indentured workers and assorted dependants. In this paper, she concentrates on the many artisans, tradespeople, manual and unskilled workers who also made this move at this time. They were drawn from the ranks of the affranchis (freed slaves) or the petits blancs (impoverished Whites), both of whom faced poverty and social exclusion on Reunion. In moving to New Caledonia they could hope not only for greater prosperity but also for a degree of assimilation into a mixed-race society where social status was determined more by economics than by race.
Anjali Gera Roy focuses attention on the Sikhs who have tended to be confused or Opposing the political and cultural hegemony of France, it seeks a recognition of the island's past that can support a celebration of Reunion's cultural and historic connections with other Indian Ocean societies. In this, it joins forces with various anticolonial and transnational movements that are increasingly evident in the Indian Ocean.
In this special issue on the Indian Ocean, the contributors have sought to elucidate just a few of the multifarious, complex relationships that connect the many widely different human societies that inhabit the Ocean's shores. Dissolved by its waters, swirled by its currents, driven back and forth by its monsoon winds, identities unravel and are woven afresh in a continuing process of creative communication.
